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Temperature anomalies for each latitude based 
on observations

5 -15°C!

Causes: 
• Warm ocean gives off heat to atmosphere
• Atmosphere moves heat via Atlantic low pressure systems



QuickTime™ og en
TIFF (ukomprimert)-dekomprimerer

kreves for å se dette bildet.

Forecasted pressure field over N-Atlantic and Europe
•Azores High
•Iceland Low
•Blocking high over Scandinavia



after Lynne D. Talley, e.g. 1999

The global oceanic heat system
Note excess heat flux from ocean to atmosphere in the North Atlantic 

and cross-equatorial heat transport from S to N
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Vilhelm E. K. Bjerknes
(1862-1951)

VB & JB: Modern  weather
forecasting

JB: El Nino and North Atlantic
Oscillation

Jacob A. B. Bjerknes
(1897-1975)





NAO = index of pressure gradient between Iceland and 
Azores/ Iberia

NAO drives European winter weather => strength of 
westerlies

Negative NAO Positive NAO

Increase last
decades



Expansion of Briksdal glacier 
Western Norway  1989 to 1996 

due to doubling of winter 
snowfall

Example of 
NAO effect



Negative NAO Positive NAO

CAUSES.....





Possible causes behind NAO decadal 
variability:

• Ocean heat storage creates longer time 
scale i.e. a coupled system?

• Teleconnections from tropics
• Interactions between higher atmosphere 

(stratosphere) and the lower atmosphere 
(troposphere) in polar regions

Possible impacts of prolonged dominance of
NAO+ phase :

• Wet N-Europe, dry Mediterrenean
• Reduced sea ice
• More winter storms 
• Changes in ecosystems and fisheries





Increased NAO-index in the last decades, but also centers of action 
closer to Europe:
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Dokken et al., in prep
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Temp. variations: 1000 to 2100
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Sea ice Sea ice 
covercover

Observations document 
reduced sea ice cover in the 
Arctic

• Largest Largest 
reduction in reduction in 
summer and summer and 
since 1980since 1980



“reconstructions of climates during the past 1000 years 
indicate that the last half of the past century was not 

characterised by natural processes alone” (IPCC)  



Johannessen et al. 2003

Temp. 
anomalies

Arctic warming:
1930-40 mainly natural
1970-2000 mainly human OBS

SCEN

SCEN

KONTR



“Simulations of the response to natural 
forcings alone … do not explain the warming in 
the second half of the century” (IPCC)

Stott et al, 
Science 
2000



“..model estimates that take into account both 
greenhouse gases and sulphate aerosols are consistent 
with observations over this period”(IPCC)

Stott et al, 
Science 
2000
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Atmosphere-
model

(ARPEGE/IFS)

Ocean-
model

(MICOM)

Coupler
(OASIS)

Bergen climate model
(Furevik et al. Clim Dyn 2003)



Simulated March SST-anomalies for high/low NAO

High NAO index                                             Low NAO index

When driven with observed atmosphere, the ocean response
seems realistic:
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Temp. variations: 1000 to 2100



http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip

Challenge!

Mean ΔT at  2070
from 19 different climate models driven with 

same CO2 increase





Global og  region changes  
when CO2 has doubled

Regional scenarios more uncertain



Changes in precipitation after CO2 doubling
DJF

BCM                                                             NCAR 

HADCM3                                                          ECHAM3 



Downscaled winter
precipitation change
2030-2050 relative to 
1980-2000 (RegClim -
met.no)

Bergen



Simulated changes in Atlantic overturning circulation 
in the future in different climate models

IPCC 2001

Challenge!



Net effect if the circulation collapses 
during global warming

Hadley 
Centre

From
  W

ood et al.  2003



Summary

- man made climate change is a reality
- strongest warming expected in the Arctic
- økt høst- og vinternedbør i nord
- The ocean cirulation is probably stable...
- But: There is strong uncertainty and 
climate surprises may appear as a 
consequence of ocean heating and 
increased fresh water input



- it is likely that summer sea ice will
dissappear toward the end of the century

- we cannot say with certainty the fate of the
NAO, but if there is a change it is more likely
to be towards a positive phase: 

- This implies wetness in the north and 
desertification in the south of Europe.
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